1978 06 12

Murphy Oil Company Limited
P.O. Box 2721
Calgary, Alberta
T2P 2M7

Attention: Mr. G.C. Thompson

Dear Sir:

Re: Application for Concurrent Production
    Boundary Lake North - Halfway "C" Pool

Notice of your application for concurrent production scheme for the
Boundary North - Halfway "C" pool was published on the May 18 and 25,
1978 issues of the British Columbia Gazette.

As no written objections were received by June 8, 1978 your application
for concurrent production is approved for the pools listed below:

Halfway "C" Pool
(a) The area of concurrent production is Section 29-87-14
(b) Gas production from the area will be limited to 675 MSCFD

Halfway "D" Pool
(a) The area of concurrent production is SE 1/4 Section 31-87-14
(b) The oil allowable for the area is 41 BOPD
(c) Gas production from the area will be limited to 200 MSCFD

These approvals are subject to the following conditions:

(1) Gas production will be conserved
(2) The effective date of these approvals will be the date the Branch is
    advised of completion of gas conservation facilities
(3) This approval may be modified or rescinded at any time.

Yours truly

[Signature]

J.D. Lineham
Chief of Branch
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